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Abstract

Load balancing among nearby access points (APs) is an inexorable issue in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. It can cause the throughput degradation, transmission delay, and packet loss that might reduce the quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE). The present work presents a SDN-based IEEE 802.11 WLAN architecture to take advantage of OpenFlow protocol for dynamic load balancing (OFDLB) among adjacent APs to enhance quality of multimedia applications. The empirical evaluation of the proposed architecture was carried out by throughput analysis of different real application scenarios under multiple test cases. The results reports several benefits achieved by the proposed approach such as good throughput of multimedia applications, 30% reduction in datagram loss and jitter minimization in the OFDLB-WLAN environment. An apparent improvement in network performance by the proposed solution as compared to traditional methods is deemed to be a contribution of the present work.
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1 Introduction

Over the last few years, there has been a tremendous growth in the wireless Internet and multimedia applications with the increasing number of the Internet users [1]. Recently, Internet users possess smart devices that are accelerating access to the multimedia applications such as audio/video contents, live video streaming, and others TCP/UDP based applications. These applications are based on rich multimedia contents that requires high-speed Internet for their smooth execution [2-3]. Internet users prefers IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) due to its better throughput as compared to mobile Internet [4]. Moreover, upcoming WLAN claims to have several enhancements such as extensive data rate (upto 10Gb/s), rapid access to data, 99% reliability and expected delivery of gigabit link in crowded areas.

In contrast to the benefits of WLAN, an apparent problem of throughput degradation faced by the associated stations is visible in a crowded WLAN network. The reason is, Internet users connect to an available AP that has highest received signal strength indication (RSSI) as depicted in the Figure 1. However, several other APs (AP2 and AP3 refers to Figure 1) with slighter less RSSI are neglected for connection. The traditional IEEE 802.11 standard do not send AP load information during probing process when any station performs association with an AP. This cause a load imbalance in WLAN [5]. The current WLAN design is inherently fixed structured following the vendor specification [6] or the proprietary closed hardware standards [7].
stations (STA4, STA5 & STA6) with AP2 respectively. However, AP1 get overloaded due to its strong RSSI resulting a throughput degradation due to imbalance in network load. In an ideal situation, STA1, STA2 and STA3 should associate with AP3 and STA4, STA5 and STA6 should associate with AP2 for an increased throughput. The present work propose a software defined network (SDN) technique for load balancing in IEEE 802.11 WLAN when an overlapping area occurs among multiple APs. A station receives multiple probes for association within an overlapped coverage area [8].

The software-defined network (SDN) [9-10] paradigm is an attractive and most feasible solution for WLAN to enhances the future Internet services and multimedia applications quality of service (QoS) [11]. The SDN introduces the programmable control plane isolated from data plane to enable innovative applications and protocols such as OpenFlow provides a centralized global view of the entire network that formulate the foundations of present proposal for load balance in WLAN [13].

For specifically, the proposal of the present work is an OpenFlow-based dynamic load balancing (OFDLB) approach for WLAN. The proposed technique (OFDLB) includes three main modules: (1) The load balancer module, responsible to collect the APs workload information from the load collector i.e. a component of the OpenFlow AP (OFAP); (2) The flow manager module, responsible for the traffic flow direction or re-direction among adjacent APs and stations (STAs); (3) The policy manager module, it sets rules or policies according to the pre-defined algorithm for the load balancing among adjacent APs. This research work focus on the throughput analysis of TCP, FTP and UDP based applications using OFDLB approach as compared to legacy WLAN environment. The proposed technique is implemented and evaluated the using Mininet-Wifi [14] emulator that provides support for building SDN-based WLAN. The evaluation parameters are jitter amount, packet drop ratio, and the throughput to measure the quality of service (QoS).

The remainder of the paper is planned as follows. A system design detail with the proposed approach is provided in section 2. The implementation procedure is described in section 3. Test cases evaluation and experimental results are presented in section 4. In Section 5, we draw our conclusions.

2 OFDLB System Design

The limitations of traditional load balance methodology motivate us to present the OFDLB solution for WLAN by familiarizing the SDN architecture [15]. With the OFDLB, it will be possible to acquire the real-time traffic load balancing of each AP that was previously complicated to achieve in the traditional WLAN.

A system model for load balancing in the OpenFlow wireless network environment as shown in Figure 2 is presented in the present work. The proposed system is composed of three essential parts. The first part contains STAs and servers which represent the terminal devices. The second part is related to the wireless service network which includes OpenFlow-enables devices such as switch and APs to provide the connection to the terminal equipment. The third part is the control plane of the SDN controller which hosts the load-balancing module with the policy manager and the flow manager on the top of the controller as depicted in Figure 2(a). Each individual AP was configured with the OpenFlow protocol that acts as an agent of SDN controller, and is responsible to receive the instructions from the controller and in response delivers the wireless network statistics as per requirement. Figure 2(b) shows OFAP which contains three virtualized entities as an event handler: (a) load collector, (b) flow handler and (c) policy adapter. Each event handler can configure as per installed applications on the top of the controller.

Figure 2. OFDLB Environment
The application modules (refers to Figure 2(a)) contain the load balance, policy manager and flow manager. The Load Balancer module is responsible for the real-time traffic load detection to perform the workload comparison among adjacent APs. The load balancer collects the network statistics through load collector which acts as an event handler in OFAP. The load-collector includes the basic configuration parameters: the number of associated STAs, the distance between STA and AP, payload, packet size, channel utilization and pre-defined potential statistics in the load-balancing module. The Policy Manager defines the new policies as per received load information from the load balancer. It sets the rules and forwards to policy adapter for the implementation of the wireless service network. The Flow manager is engaged for setting the traffic flow rules and forwards the instructions to the flow handler to collects the flow statistics which includes the transport protocols with the port number, traffic flow rate, and IP address of source and destination, and transmission paths of the associated STAs. Besides, the OpenFlow controller manages a table of each flow transaction record in the wireless service network. Further, a step down procedural details of the OFDLB is as follows:

Step 1: The STA establishes the network access with OFAP which send OF.PACKET_IN message to the controller.

Step 2: The load collector percepts the existing network load information and forwards to the load balancer module.

Step 3: The load balancer detects the current location of STA and calculates the distance between associated AP and others adjacent APs using algorithm 1 which executes in the controller.

Step 4: The load balancer module is maintained the real-time traffic load information into a table. It also includes the comparison of adjacent APs through OF.NXST_FLOW message [16]. If detects change then go to step 5 else, go to step 9.

Step 5: The load balancer is classified the obtained information and shares the information with the policy manager to perform an action by step 7.

Step 6: The policy adapter periodically sends the updates to the policy manager of STA signal strength. If the signal strength is becoming weaker, then need to activate the re-association procedure using step 8 else go to step 7.

Step 7: The policy manager matches the current policy as per receives information. If the current associated STA state is imbalanced then selects other AP from the next list of APs then go to step 8, else remains the previous status and executes the step 9.

Step 8: The policy manager defines new rules/policy and communicates with the policy adapter. Further, shares the information with the flow manager to performs step 12.

Step 9: The flow manager sends the AP association information using an encapsulated message in the OF.PACKET_OUT [16] message to OFAP. This information includes service set identifiers (SSIDs), MAC address, and other corresponding address.

Step 10: The flow manager module keeps a record of the previous path information in a table for direct flow control that reduces the computation cost and maintains the seamless flow.

Step 11: In the case of the redirection in traffic flows: Holds the current flow path by sending OF.OFP_FLOW_MOD [16] message which sets the hard_timeout and OF.OFP_DEFAULT_PRIORITY when it simultaneously matches the two flow paths. (Prefers high transmission path to the lower ones).

Step 12: The flow manager determines the routing track. It generates the corresponding flow entries and forwards to the flow handler for the execution.

Step 13: Delete the previous flow path by sending OF.OFP_FLOW_MOD message that sets the idle_timeout. For updating go to step 4.

Step 14: The flow handler forwards the flow-level control to the wireless service network for the provision of different multimedia applications for delivery on same STA and then goes to step 4.

![Figure 3. Algorithm for the AP selection](image)

### 3 Implementation

The empirical throughput analysis was conducted on a computer with 2.30 GHz Intel Core i5-2415 CPU, and 4.0 GB memory, on Ubuntu 14.04. All three OFAPs used in simulation have similar configuration (802.11g, Channel 6, Data Rate 54.0, Range 100m, Pool of Stations 10) with different SSIDs and frequency ranges (2.412 GHz, 2.417 GHz and 2.422 GHz). Iperf [17] and Tcpdump [18] tools are used to collect the network measurements.

#### 3.1 Simulation Setup

The proposed approach has been evaluated over a Mininet-WiFi emulator [14] that provides a virtual platform at large-scale to build the network topologies without inferring cost factors. The modules of the OFDLB shows the implementation in the real network without any modifications. POX controller [19] is selected as the network controller to execute the OpenFlow experiments into the networking devices.
(switch, AP, and load balancer). Besides, POX is an open source and Python based controller which enables the SDN-based applications with real hardware or Mininet-WiFi emulator to accelerates the development procedure. Our proposed approach modules and applications have developed using the Python to implement in the POX controller. The Algorithm 1 (shown in Table 1) computes the adjacent APs using the pre-defined qualified parameters between associated AP and STA, later it performs a comparison among APs for re-association or maintains the previous AP association.

Table 1. Station association algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Procedure of station association with AP.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> The set of OpenFlow-enabled APs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> MinLoadAP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Function userConnecting (userMAC, ap)
2. apsInRange = Station.getStationByMAC (userMAC).getAPsInRange()
3. minClients = dist_newStation = channelParams.getDistance (sta,ap)
4. While (apsInRange){
   5. if dist_newStation > ap.params ['range'] then
      6. do Association = False => Deny Addlink (ap,sta)
   7. else
      8. if ap.numClients() = = minClients then
         9. do Association = True => Allow Addlink (ap,sta)
      10. end if
   11. end if
   12. } end while
13. End Function

4 Test Cases, Performance Evaluation and Experimental Results

This section evaluates the OFDLB mechanism as compared to the WLAN. For different simulation configurations, a comparison of performance for the load balanced and imbalanced wireless network was performed. The performance comparison was evaluated using the following protocols: TCP, UDP, FTP and HTTP. In the first instance, the aim is to demonstrate the throughput analysis for the uploading and downloading of the TCP, FTP and UDP-based multimedia applications [20]. Further, a video streaming was performed using UDP to analyze the throughput, jitter and datagram loss percentage with the OFDLB approach as compared to the legacy WLAN and DLBA [21] approach. Next, the subsection will divide into the several test cases experiments to analyze the WLAN performance.

4.1 Case 1: TCP Throughput

Initially, the first experiment setup for TCP performance analysis is based on ten STAs that are associated with three different APs. The deployment of APs in overlapping area provides an analysis of the traffic load balancing. After creating a custom topology, two STAs are taken as HTTP server, and the remaining STAs performed as HTTP client. The centralized controller that configures with a load balancer has defined the policy and rewrites the destination address of incoming packets for forwarding towards less loaded APs. Ip pref uses to measure the throughput between STAs and server. Moreover, it also permits to perform the various tests that enable the insight view of the current network performance with packet drop ratio, delay, and jitter.

During the first simulation setup, TCP server was configured on Sta2 with port 5566 at default TCP window size 58.3 Kbyte and the TCP clients were set up on Sta1, Sta3, Sta4, Sta5, and Sta6... Sta10, associated with Sta2 for sending the TCP traffic at different transfer rate through the various APs. The first test is performed using the traditional approach in which each station association is based only on RSSI that creates an imbalance environment among APs which effects the bandwidth. The throughput of sta1 and sta3 is degraded and reached to zero Mbits/sec due to their association with overloaded AP (as shown in Figure 4). The same experiment has performed with OFDLB approach, in which STAs association is based on the load of individual OFAP. After adopting the proposed approach, the throughput of sta1 and sta3 is enhanced, the obtained results are illustrated in Figure 4 (a). Meanwhile, the transfer rate and bandwidth of others associated STAs are also improved.

Figure 4. Performance analysis
4.2 Case 2: UDP Throughput Analysis

The second experiment is performed using UDP server, which has been configured on the Sta10 with port 5566 and was monitored every second for results. Initially, UDP Clients on Sta1, Sta3…… Sta10 were initiated. Later two stations the Sta7 and Sta9 were analyzed for their performance with a traditional and OFDLB solution.

Figure 4 (b) plots the results of Sta7 and Sta9 that have established a connection with server Sta10 and started data transmission at 1.5 Mbits/sec. Meanwhile, the associated AP received others stations association request due to strong RSSI and connected with them that make overloaded the AP. Due to an unbalanced network, the throughput of Sta7 and Sta9 was gradually decreased and reached to 0 Mbits/sec.

The same experiment is conducted with OFDLB approach to makes the overall balanced WLAN. Figure 4 demonstrates the performance of Sta7 and Sta9 that maintains good average throughput as compared to the traditional method. In this case study, the comparison has performed between the traditional and OFDLB approach concerning congestion level of each station as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAs</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legacy WLAN</td>
<td>OFDLB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0-15 sec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta1 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>1.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta2 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>2.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta3 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>2.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta4 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>1.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta5 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>1.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta6 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>2.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta7 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>3.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta8 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sta9 =&gt; Sta10</td>
<td>1.673</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Case 3: Throughput Analysis of FTP Based Applications

For the first FTP-based experimental setup, we consider a legacy WLAN as a baseline. Recall that, in the legacy WLAN, the STAs association is based on RSSI and handover is triggered by the station. During this experiment, Sta1 is randomly selected as the FTP client that activates the file downloading process from IIS web server; the selected file type is audio of size 32.4MB. The file downloading process was accomplished in 50.30 sec with 0.659 Mbps average throughput as illustrated in Figure 5. Further, analyze the uploading throughput, sta1 is selected one audio file for the uploading towards IIS web server. The file uploading process has completed in 96.8 sec with the average upload speed is 0.343 Mbps as shown in Figure 5.

4.4 Case 4: Throughput Analysis of Video Streaming Applications

This case study explores the performance of multimedia applications i.e. video streaming application in the traditional WLAN regarding throughput, jitter or packet loss [2].

For testing the video streaming scenario with the UDP, we streamed one pre-recorded video file of size 7.27 MB, with Length 3 min 26 sec, and data rate 197 kbps. We configured the UDP-based server at bound port 5001 for the transfer video datagrams. The first video streaming experiment is performed in the legacy WLAN environment, in which four multimedia STAs are connected with AP1 due to the high RSSI value, AP2 and AP3 are associated with only one STA respectively. We selected one STA that is associated with AP1 to analyze the quality of video streaming. In legacy WLAN, the video streaming quality is low and blurred, even some objects were not visible. With OFDLB-WLAN, the video quality has improved, and all objects were clearly displayed.

Figure 6 plots the comparison between legacy WLAN and the proposed approach, from which it can be seen that the UDP throughput improves and sustains bitrate (1 or 1.05 Mbits/sec). That is a major factor for the smooth running of video streaming applications. The figure is the result of 16 sec measurement with the UDP throughput samples taken in every second. As results shown, Sta1 average throughput is increased from 823 Kbits/sec to 1.06 Mbits/sec, Sta2 average throughput is raised from 778 Kbits/sec to 1.02
Mbits/sec, sta3 is also grew from 800 Kbits/sec to 1.05 Mbits/sec.

Figure 6. UDP throughput comparison

Figure 7, reports the outcomes of the STAs jitter amount of during video streaming in the legacy WLAN with a comparison to the proposed environment. Note that, the jitter amounts have been taken separately for each associated video streaming STA and followed the random selection method at the beginning of measurements. The increased in jitter values directly degrades the video quality. As it can be seen in Figure 7(a), the jitter rate of sta1 is continuously fluctuated between 0.342ms and 1.384ms, sta2 is reached up to 1.961ms, sta3 jitter values varies from 0.318ms to 1.731ms, sta4 jitter is lower than other stations that above range is less than 1.00ms, while, sta5 jitter rate is passed over the 2.00ms that is the higher jitter value. The sta6 jitter cost is shifting from 0.262ms to 1.494ms.

Figure 8 plots the outcomes of the datagram drop percentage for the video streaming stations. In both experimental setups, the streaming video file size was kept same to take the measurement comparison. During the legacy WLAN experiment, the datagram drop percentage of STAs are higher in comparison of OFDLB-WLAN. As it can be seen, sta1 loss 20% datagram, sta2 loss 24% datagram, sta3 loss 22% datagram and sta4 loss 29% percent datagram that was the higher noted loss percentage. This is because, AP1 workload was exceeded than its normal capacity, in results four videos streaming STAs are associated with AP1 suffered the high loss percentage of datagrams. While the AP2 and AP3 were associated only with sta5 and sta6 respectively. Therefore, sta5 and sta6 has confronted datagrams drop less than 0.9%. The second experimental setup was identical to the first one, rather than configured POX controller with the implementation of our proposed approach. We ran the simulation setup, in which controller collects information of STAs configurations parameters from
OFAP and evenly distributed the traffic load among adjacent APs. As we see it, in the OFDLB-WLAN, the datagram drop average percentage of associated STAs is less than 2.5 percent.

4.5 Case 5: OFDLB Comparison Test vs. Others Approaches

This case experiment elaborates the performance comparison between the OFDLB, traditional WLAN approach, and dynamic load balancing (DLB) approach. We consider an entirely associated wireless network, composed of 30 nodes, arranged in fixed and moveable positions.

The first comparison test is performed between OFDLB and traditional WLAN approach. Initially, throughput flows were started from 20 Mbps, with increasing number of users it gradually reduced, and whenever the number of users limits crossed above 20, the traditional network throughput becomes at zero level. In contrast, OFDLB throughput is considerably better to sustain 30 users without touched the zero level as given in Figure 9(a). The second test is performed to analyze the TCP throughput among OFDLB, dynamic load balancing approach (DLBA) and traditional approaches. Consequently, the TCP throughput is lower in traditional approach than in DLBA and OFDLB as given in Figure 9(b). It is also observed that OFDLB outperforms the DLBA in terms of TCP throughput at a lower cost. The third experiment is executed to examine the UDP throughput comparison among different approaches. Figure 9(c) depicts the obtained results that are shown the performance of OFDLB is slightly higher than DLBA approach and considerably better from the traditional approach.

Figure 10 plots the packet delivery cost comparison among the OFDLB, DLBA, and traditional approach. During the first simulation setup, the 30 number of users fixed for measures the packet drop ratio. It is noted that the packet drop is increased with the increment in a number of users as shown in Figure 10(a). Indeed, the OFDLB packet drop percentage is between 0% to 16% while traditional approach led to more packet loss and reached up to 60% packet drop. The second experiment was set up for 14 sec to measure the packet delay among STAs and server. It can see clearly in Figure 10(b), the packet delay is significantly low in the case of OFDLB as compared to DLBA and traditional approaches. Moreover, it is observed that OFDLB has minimum packet drop ratio than other approaches as mentioned in Figure 10(c). One fact is that the traditional WLAN has suffered load imbalanced situation that was raised packet loss up to 15% in 14sec, which is considerably higher than DLBA and OFDLB.

![Figure 9. Throughput test](image-url)
In Figure 11(a), the evaluation has performed for each STA to measure the traffic load with different solutions. It can see clearly in the figure that the average throughput of the traditional approach is 25Mbit/sec, in the case of DLBA approach the average throughput is 30Mbit/sec, while OFDLB average throughput is 35Mbit/s that is higher than the existing solutions. Further, the next experiment was conducted to examine the total throughput of the overall system with each solution as illustrated in Figure 11(b). It is noted that OFDLB throughput is significantly higher than DLBA and traditional approach.

**5 Conclusion**

In this paper, the OFDLB approach has introduced to solve the load balancing problem of WLAN. We build an application on SDN controller for decision actions i.e. defined traffic flow rules, set the policies according to the perception of the current network state to achieved load balancing among adjacent APs. To test the proposed approach, an empirical throughput analysis is conducted using multiple test cases under practical application scenarios, which performs using Mininet-Wifi emulator. The collected results ensure the benefit of the OFDLB approach in providing improved throughput of multimedia applications, meanwhile, reduces the 30% datagram loss and minimize the jitter amount in the OFDLB-WLAN environment compared to the legacy WLAN. Therefore, STAs receives a good quality of multimedia applications. The experiment results show that OFDLB approach improves the FTP, TCP and UDP throughput, and reduces the end-to-end delay, datagram drop ratio, and the jitter amount. We shall deploy the proposed architecture with different applications to evaluate the performance of OFAP. It is expected that mix technologies will emerge future
network architecture with the various solutions to enables rapid growth of the future Internet.
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